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Address Kohler Glass Bottle Co. Ltd. 
Liuxin Industrial Zone 
Liuxin Town, Xuzhou City,  
Jiangsu Province, China 221142

Country China (People´s Republic)

Phone 0086 21 33830051

Internet superflint.k-glassbottle.com

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Ms. Cathy Li 

Phone: 0086 21 33830051  

Contact 2. Mr. Nicholas Deng 
Markteting Manager 

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
At Kohler, we produce quality glass bottles and jars for the food and beverage industry. Our annual output of 250 million pieces covers products such
as glass spirits bottles, wine bottles, beverage bottles, oil bottles, perfume bottles, pharmacy bottles, glass jars and special glass bottles. Besides the
normal glass bottles, with the advanced engineers and experienced technicians, Kohler is also capable to proceed special glass bottles. Our glass
containers are made in four main colors: flint, half-flint, green and amber.

We strictly comply with ISO standards and further ensure the quality of our products by monitoring production in every procedure, from the designing
of molds, purchase of raw materials, production 
procedure, technology, to the final inspection of goods, loading and shipping. We feature a one hundred percent inspection system with automatic
rejection of items that are not in conformance. This allows us to stabilize the quality of our products. We can produce more than 2000 types of glass
bottles in a variety of capacities, styles and colors.

In addition, Kohler has a professional team of research and product development personnel, made up of senior engineers and technicians from the
glass industry, who can customize glass bottles and jars in accordance with customer’s requirements and offer professional glass bottle packaging
solutions. 
 

Deep Process

For customers requirement, We also offer deep processing to the bottles. The deep processing mainly include below:

- Decal Decoration 
- Sandblasting 
- Silk screen decoration 
- Hot printing 
- Glazed, Transparent paint

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
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Kohler Glass Bottle CO.,ltd is a China-based leading glass bottle manufacturer for over 30 years, and a council member of the China National
Association for Glass Industry. We specialized in the production of SGS certified glass bottles and jars based on our innovative processes and a
respect for the environment. Our products are popular in many countries, such as America, Russia, Germany, Australia, etc. 

With a multi-year history of manufacturing glass containers, Kohler is always focusing on long term cooperation with customers. By improving
manufacturing capability and efficiency, kohler is committed to produce quality glass containers with lowest cost. As a result, kohler’s glass bottles are
well known in the food and beverage industry globally.
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